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Gangnam era
On December 21, 2012 the video “Gangnam Style” is 
the first to break the barrier of one billion views on 
YouTube. The event is a marker of Internet’s evolution: 
streaming services take over in the entertainment pan-
orama, and imply a drastic growth of data highly sen-
sitive to latency. The contents need to be positioned 
close to the final user paving the road to development 
of edge data centers, smaller than classic ones and lo-
cated near cities to ensure efficiency to services like 
Netflix or Spotify.

Forecast for the coming years shows us a new reality: 
the increase of critical data for human life, estimated 
to reach 20% of the total data produced in 2025; and 
the particularly steep growth-curve of real-time data. 
These are a type of data for immediate consumption, 
which base all their effectiveness on the almost total 
absence of latency, and which are largely unnecessary 
to preserve.

Hyperscale shift
A study funded by the US Government shows us how the annual use of electricity 
in the U.S. would have grown dramatically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened thanks to good practices and the 
large use of renewable energy in the sector, but graph also shows how this curve 
could be even pulled down in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean gathering 
all the small data centers scattered across the territory into a few large structures: a 
similar operation would lead to savings of billions of kWh/year.
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

form left to right:
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NSA Utah Data Center, Bluffdale UT   

Ashburn VA, 1991

Ashburn VA, 2010
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Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 

from left to right:
Yahoo  Compute Coop, Lockport NY

Facebook Data Center, Clonee IE

from right to left:
Yahoo  Compute Coop, Lockport NY
Google Data Center, Pryor OK
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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How much does
your cloud weigh?

taking measures of internet

Transport

Exchange

Stock

There are approximately 448 submarine fibre optic 
cables in service around the world, covering over 1.2 
million kilometres length. Below, a special ship used 
to lay submarine cables. $185 million was the price of 
the cable from Brazil to Portugal.

Internet exchange points have the function of making 
local networks communicate with each other and con-
necting them to Internet backbones. An IXP can re-
semble a very small-scale data-center; given their size, 
they are generally located in urban areas.

Data-centers store servers that host data exchanged 
through the network. They are generally large-sized 
warehouses equipped with remarkable surveillance 
and security system. The largest, in Nevada, is 7.2 mil-
lion sq meters and consumes 650 MW.

4

The next
big thing(?)

latency issues

Gangnam era
On December 21, 2012 the video “Gangnam Style” is 
the first to break the barrier of one billion views on 
YouTube. The event is a marker of Internet’s evolution: 
streaming services take over in the entertainment pan-
orama, and imply a drastic growth of data highly sen-
sitive to latency. The contents need to be positioned 
close to the final user paving the road to development 
of edge data centers, smaller than classic ones and lo-
cated near cities to ensure efficiency to services like 
Netflix or Spotify.

Forecast for the coming years shows us a new reality: 
the increase of critical data for human life, estimated 
to reach 20% of the total data produced in 2025; and 
the particularly steep growth-curve of real-time data. 
These are a type of data for immediate consumption, 
which base all their effectiveness on the almost total 
absence of latency, and which are largely unnecessary 
to preserve.

Hyperscale shift
A study funded by the US Government shows us how the annual use of electricity 
in the U.S. would have grown dramatically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened thanks to good practices and the 
large use of renewable energy in the sector, but graph also shows how this curve 
could be even pulled down in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean gathering 
all the small data centers scattered across the territory into a few large structures: a 
similar operation would lead to savings of billions of kWh/year.
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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NSA Utah Data Center, Bluffdale UT   

Ashburn VA, 1991

Ashburn VA, 2010

Data Center after the hyperscale shift
vs 

Luigi Ghirri
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Frei Otto, Kenzo Tange - Arctic City (1971)
vs

Amazon arctic data center

Ashburn VA, 2003

Ashburn VA, 2017
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NSA Utah Data Center, Bluffdale UT
Ivanpah Solar Power Facility, Ivanpah CA

Ashburn, VA
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 

from left to right:
Yahoo  Compute Coop, Lockport NY

Facebook Data Center, Clonee IE

from right to left:
Yahoo  Compute Coop, Lockport NY
Google Data Center, Pryor OK
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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The next
big thing(?)

latency issues

Gangnam era
On December 21, 2012 the video “Gangnam Style” is 
the first to break the barrier of one billion views on 
YouTube. The event is a marker of Internet’s evolution: 
streaming services take over in the entertainment pan-
orama, and imply a drastic growth of data highly sen-
sitive to latency. The contents need to be positioned 
close to the final user paving the road to development 
of edge data centers, smaller than classic ones and lo-
cated near cities to ensure efficiency to services like 
Netflix or Spotify.

Forecast for the coming years shows us a new reality: 
the increase of critical data for human life, estimated 
to reach 20% of the total data produced in 2025; and 
the particularly steep growth-curve of real-time data. 
These are a type of data for immediate consumption, 
which base all their effectiveness on the almost total 
absence of latency, and which are largely unnecessary 
to preserve.

Hyperscale shift
A study funded by the US Government shows us how the annual use of electricity 
in the U.S. would have grown dramatically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened thanks to good practices and the 
large use of renewable energy in the sector, but graph also shows how this curve 
could be even pulled down in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean gathering 
all the small data centers scattered across the territory into a few large structures: a 
similar operation would lead to savings of billions of kWh/year.
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
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anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 
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Digital Age is approaching a new era: the global datasphere will see a remarkable growth of volume that can only be supported by an an-

alogue expansion of the internet physical infrastructure. By focusing on data storage, the thesis investigates how data centers will change 

trying to figure out if this process can affect the way they dialogue with the environment and its evolution. The specific case-study concerns 

the Italian digital agenda for gathering the Public Administration servers in few national data centers. The complexity of the Italian territory 

makes their right position a challenging matter which has been tackled through the aid of a GIS-based analysis carried out by taking into 

account environmental risks, logistic and functional criteria. The Po River Delta area has been choose to explore the mutual integration of 

large-scale infrastructure and environmental processes. By working through a scenario thinking approach, it has been possible to depict 

three different narratives concerning the Delta future layout: each scenario investigates a different attitude to landscape transformations and 

the potential role of data centers in the process. Each proposal aims at provocatively understanding how climate change and environmental 

degradation of the Delta could be faced by the means of a datascape development envisioning data centers as a landform building typol-

ogy. Going beyond their actual purpose of store, protect and save our pieces of information, data centers, as probably the most powerful 

expression of the material internet, could finally ground a new type of collaboration between the datasphere and its physical footprints.



The next
big thing(?)
latency issues

Scale

Forecasts indicate that by 2025 
humanity will have produced 
163 zettabytes of data. Images 
show 44 zettabytes stored in hard 
disk of 1 terabyte and stacked on 
top of each other: the physical 
space of hard disks only would 
produce 300 pyramids larger 
than the pyramid of Cheops in 
Giza, Egypt.

Energy

In 2017, it was estimated that 
the internet industry alone used 
8% of the world’s electricity. On 
the left, a Las Vegas data-center 
compared with the number of 
houses which use the same elec-
tricity; on the right, Mark Zuck-
erberg attending with his Oculus 
Rift a nuclear test in Enewetak 
Atoll, during 1951.

Geopolitics

Costs of internet blackouts 
demonstrate the importance of 
choosing the right location of 
physical infrastructures. On the 
left, a shark, attracted by mag-
netic fields, bites a fiber optic 
cable; on the right, the famous 
Apple Store in New York in the 
middle of a protest in Tahrir 
Square, Cairo, during the Arab 
spring.

Security

Less than 1% of Google’s em-
ployers has ever set foot in one 
of their own data-centers. On 
the left, a photo taken in 1960 
by René Burri in Sao Paulo of 
mysterious negotiations over a 
Google building; on the right, a 
Cuban pan-optic prison trans-
formed into a data-center of 
maximum security.

The widespread idea of an ethereal, boundless, intangible Internet finds its deepest roots in its origin: born as a military and research 
structure, and only later opened to the public. The large economy that today the Internet supports leads the subjects involved to make 
it less flashy and plan it away from the spotlight. Like other infrastructures, it is deeply linked to the territory, to the seas under which it 
passes, to the land on which it sinks. An internet flying in the sky is the most distant image from reality there may be. Instead, it assumes 
on geography the scale of the sublime, its units of measure rise to the stars as if countless numbers of zeros appears on a calculator, as 
if we saw billions of lines of code written in secret languages slipping under the ground we walk.

Split
Several factors leads to a splitting of the Internet infrastructure.  On one hand, as showed above for a beach in the Adri-
atic, micro data centers will approach the critical-crowded areas already equipped with repeater. On the other hand, 
more and more large data centers will be built, no longer related with highly latency-sensitive data. As a result, minor 
data centers, as the one below captured by Luigi Ghirri, will be abandoned.
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Grey bovxes
Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.
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Previously descripted necessities lead to an 
unappealing grey box with no windows archetype 
of the data center image. Located far away from 
cities, the massive sheds close on themselvs, 
anything but interested in a dialogue with the 
sorrounding landscape. 
Inapprochable by people they hide behind 
high security fence, patrolled by armed security 
guards. 
They present no logo or description, no sign, 
authorless and nameless by design to prevent 
inappropriate attentions.

Another chart that interests us is the one of 
the hyperscale shift: a study funded by the US 
Government shows us how the annual use of 
electricity in the U.S. would have grown drama-
tically if data centers had maintained the levels 
of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened 
thanks to good practices and the large use of 
renewable energy in the sector, but graph also 
shows how this curve could be even pulled down 
in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean ga-
thering all the small data centers scattered across 
the territory into a few large structures: a similar 
operation would lead to savings of billions of 
kWh/year.

Critical mass
Forecast for the coming years shows us a new 
reality. Given the exponential growth in every 
sector, and it couldn’t be otherwise, two graphics 
stand out. The increase of critical data for human 
life, estimated to reach 20% of the total data 
produced in 2025, and the particularly steep 
growth-curve of real-time data. These two graphs 
introduce us to the near future of the Internet of 
Things. The data produced by the microwaves 
and running shoes represent only a part of the re-
al-time data: cars with driving assistance systems 
or self-driving and medical devices will be part of 
this category and of the critical data. Real-time 
data are a type of data, as the name implies, for 
immediate consumption, which base all their ef-
fectiveness on the almost total absence of latency, 
and that is largely unnecessary to preserve.

Split
The combination between these pieces of infor-
mation leads to a splitting of the Internet infra-
structure: on one hand micro data centers that 
invades cities and approaches the critical-crow-
ded areas, perhaps already equipped with repeater 
as in the proposal of EdgeMicro (who sees Jay 
Adelson in the administration board). If we ima-
gine a self-guided cars’ road, or a stadium in whi-
ch each person carries around a dozen connected 
objects, the IT traffic generated becomes totally 
unsustainable for the current infrastructure. On 
the other hand, large data centers continue to 
store sensitive data (banking data, but also pho-
tos on Facebook for example) but are no longer 
related with highly latency-sensitive data, and 
are free to position in the most congenial places 
for their existence without having to take care, 
at least in part, of the proximity of the end user. 
Furthermore, the economics of scale leads to a 
tendency to concentrate more and more servers 
into unique structures that get bigger and bigger.

Digital agenda
On the basis of indications provided by the Eu-
ropean Digital Agenda, Italy has defined its own 
national strategy to digitise existing processes, 
whereas digital represents a lever for economic 
and social transformation, making digital inno-
vation a public investment for a structural reform 
of the Country. Italian Digital Agency has the 
task of drafting the Three-Year Plan for IT in the 
Public Administration.  
The three-year plan also has a chapter about the 
phisycal infrastructure: “AgID has the task of 
carrying out a census of data centres of the PA in 
order to propose a rationalisation plan”. 
As seen for the hyperscale shift, the more rational 
way to improve a cloud based system for the PA 
would be to build a few major data centers both 
to store data and accomodate the computational 
power needed. 

from left to right:
Yahoo  Compute Coop, Lockport NY

Facebook Data Center, Clonee IE

from right to left:
Yahoo  Compute Coop, Lockport NY
Google Data Center, Pryor OK

The next
big thing
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Gangnam Era & Hyperscale Shift
On December 21, 2012 the video “Gangnam Style” is the first to break the barrier of one billion views on YouTube. 
The event is a marker of Internet’s evolution: streaming services take over in the entertainment panorama, and imply 
a drastic growth of data highly sensitive to latency. The contents need to be positioned close to the final user paving 
the road to development of edge data centers, smaller than classic ones and located near cities to ensure efficiency to 
services like Netflix or Spotify.
A study funded by the US Government shows us how the annual use of electricity in the U.S. would have grown 
dramatically if data centers had maintained the levels of 2010. Instead this curve has almost flattened thanks to good 
practices and the large use of renewable energy in the sector, but graph also shows how this curve could be even pulled 
down in a hyperscale shift scenario. It would mean gathering all the small data centers scattered across the territory into 
a few large structures: a similar operation would lead to savings of billions of kWh/year.



Data
scape

a potential ecosystem

In 2017, Italy approved a plan to improve the digital security of Public Administra-
tion systems. The most rational solution for the PA is the construction of few large 
data centers across the country to substitute the constellation of servers spread out 
among different spots. In order to find their more suitable location, the thesis has 
developed a GIS analysis based on the criteria used for radioactive waste disposal. 
Once all the areas with a seismic risk have been subtracted from the national terri-
tory, the remaining zones have been processed by additional exclusion (flood risk, 
landslide and avalanche risk, high land-value) and attraction (proximity to internet 
backbones and to the electric networks) criteria.
By just slavishly following risk reduction and logistic criteria, a sort of no man’s 
landscape seems to arise. But, are there any alternatives?

Versus another gray box
The north-east was chosen as a case-study macro area. The analysis shows the most attractive areas according to the criteria applied: 
Mestre, a part of the Euganean hills comprising the Monte Venda, the flatland below Rovigo, and the Adriatic coast up to Porto Viro. 
Checking these areas, it is clear that a totally scientific approach cannot be enough to tackle the topic concerning the possible relation-
ships between the landscape and the infrastructures. The images above show as the data center would end up confusing itself among 
the other factories and industrial structures already spread through the territory or, as in the case of the reuse of the former Nato base 
in the Monte Venda, completely prevent a dialogue with the landscape.

Strategic flooding
The Delta of the Po River covers 18.000 hectares occupied by la-
goons, fishing diked valleys  and wetlands. Such system is highly 
unstable, vulnerable to intense dynamics (coastal erosion, subsid-
ence, saltwater intrusion, etc.) affecting both its ecological value 
and the human activities. The infrastructural effort to freeze its 
evolution is no longer maintainable and increasingly less efficient, 
given the site dimension and complexity. A selective retreat could 
be a radical solution to better manage the investments and max-
imize the efforts on some specific settings, deliberately omitting 
others. The proposed flooding strategy for the Po delta aims at inte-
grating climate changes into a long-term sustainable scenario. Such 
hypothesis explores a retreat strategy, selecting areas to be flooded 
or further protect, in order to reach a new balance.

Power conversion
The programmatic flooding of the Po Delta would drastically re-
duce the need for the dewatering pumps which are now spread 
across the area and that are capable of raising one billion cubic 
meters of water per year. In this scenario they could be converted 
in devices for the water cooling system of the data center keeping 
almost the same consumption of electric power, around 10 MW 
per year. The same interaction with existing infrastructures would 
be realized by the reuse of the electricity network originated by the 
now dismissed thermal power plant in Porto Tolle.

DeepMind control
DeepMind artificial intelligence applied to cooling systems of 
Google data centers has increased energy efficiency of 40%, saving 
millions of dollars. The graph below shows the trend of the ener-
gy efficiency factor: when the AI is activated the system is very 
close to the limit of perfect efficiency. The AI uses learning systems 
based on local environmental data processed in real time. Data col-
lection requires a large number of sensors, which in the Po Delta 
environment can be used for monitoring a such sensitive area.

The data center is a large-scale entity not only because of its square meters extension, but also because of its capacity to affect the sur-
rounding territory, from energetic to urban issues. In such perspective, the collaboration between data and landscape is not a problem 
that can be solved or not, but the foundation of a design approach: addressed to built new ecosystems and to drive their evolutions. 
Respecting the criteria of the previous analysis, but moving in apparently less-appealing localisation gradients, the proposal of a data 
center is investigated within the Po Delta area, aiming at provocatively understanding how climate change and environmental degra-
dation could be tackled through the means of a datascape development.

The Po Delta option

seismic
criteria

exclusion
criteria

attraction
criteria

Potential Natural Value of area

North by 
northeast

right:
north-east area

1:600’000
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Dialogue
Estimating the precise scale of a data center of 

this type would require a separate analysis with 
specific skills. It is however possible to estimate 

-by analogy- a data center with a total usable 
area of 100’000 square meters, and a peak power 

of 10 MW. Individually checking the areas 
extracted from the previous analysis, it is clear 

that a totally scientific approach based on exact 
criteria cannot be enough to tackle the project. 

In fact, the analysis aims to identify the safest 
and best-served areas in Italy, which are essential 

criteria for the choosing the location, but that 
alone risk to eliminatie the relationship between 

landscape and infrastructure. Taking the case 
of Marghera, it is evident how the data center 

would end up confusing itself among the other 
factories and industrial structures present, beco-
ming only one more shed in the industrial zone.

Po Delta
Respecting the criteria of the analysis but moving 
in the apparently less appealing gradients, a 
place of interest is constituted by the delta of the 
Po. The Regional Park of the Po Delta, Unesco 
heritage, is an environment extremely, or totally, 
shaped by human interventions, but the lack of 
foresight of these makes the places particularly 
fragile. The phenomena of subsidence that led 
the land to fall below sea level, caused by drai-
nages, extraction of methane water and by the 
withdrawal of inert and the failure to recharge by 
the river, and then the problems of saline intru-
sion caused from water derivations, minor release 
due to the hydroelectric infrastructure, lowering 
of the river bed, containment structures for the 
strong floods; these problems bring the Po delta 
to be an extremely dynamic territory.

Countryside outside Rovigo is a place, in terms 
of landscape, incredibly static. In an almost total 
absence of heights and unexpected events, the lo-
cation of such a structure could only result in an 
alien body that constitutes an exception hardly 
cooperative with its surroundings, on the model 
of all the factories, hospitals, shopping centers 
that already arise. In the case of urbanization 
of datacentres, moreover, nothing would save it 
from the fate of becoming the umpteenth of the 
industrial areas located outside towns that have 
paved Veneto, destroying its landscape.

If positioned in the Euganean hills, the oppor-
tunity could be represented by the former Nato 

base under the Monte Venda: the recovery of 
bases of this kind is a common practice that 

gave brilliant results in the world of data centers. 
Bases, ammunition storage facilites or bunkers, 

pretty much unusable for any other purposes and 
therefore economically attractive, are well suited 

to host systems and servers and enjoy a secu-
rity systems by design. As in the case of Green 

Mountain in Norway, however, the datacenter is 
completely invisible to the landscape and genera-

tes no dialogue.

The north-east was chosen as a macro area to 
develop the project, as the one I know best. This 
area includes many provinces of Veneto, Verona, 
Padua, Rovigo and Venice, with all the northern 

area of the Po. The analysis shows us the most 
attractive areas according to the criteria used 
until now, then the more static when comes 
about natural events, and gradient highlight 

optimal combination of distances from transport 
infrastructures. These areas are Mestre, a part of 

the Euganean hills comprising the Monte Venda, 
the flatland below Rovigo, and the Adriatic coast 

up to Porto Viro.

Monte Venda, Padua

Marghera, Venice flatland, Rovigo

Isola Verde, Venice

Flooding
In her thesis “Landscapes Amphibians”, Lucia 

Ferrarini demonstrates the lack of vision of the 
measures adopted for the control of water. Dams 
and barriers, like the dewatering pumps used to 
keep the landscape in a state of stalemate, must 
constantly increase their size and maintenance 
costs increase proportionally and the so do the 
problems related, making them unsustainable: 

the delta it is kept static through a series of 
expensive systems that could become econo-
mically unsustainable for many reasons, and 

could leave the territory at the mercy of the sea. 
Persevering in these practices leads to a constant 
worsening of the situation. Lucia Ferrarini then 
envisages a systematic flooding of some areas of 

the delta to rebalance the system’s water-land 
relationship.

higher P.U.E

lower P.U.E

Dewatering pumps
Water cooling is a very common practice in data 

centers and is generally preferable to chillers. 
However, marine water cooling never occurs with 
salt water directly used in cooling systems, but it 
is used to cool fresh water: in this context, both 
are available. Dewatering pumps that keep the 

delta “afloat” develop a power of about 10 MW 
and are capable of raising one billion cubic me-

ters of water a year. The hypothesized datacenter 
has the same power and -proceeding always for 
comparison- it is estimate that it could use 6- 7 
thousand cubic meters of water a day, just over 

2.5 million a year. Providing a programmatic flo-
oding of the area then would cancel or drastically 

reduce the need for the pumps that could be 
converted to a data center cooling system.

DeepMind
The artificial intelligence DeepMind applied to 
the cooling systems of Google data centers leads 
to an increase in energy efficiency of 40%, equi-
valent to estimated savings of millions of dollars. 
The graph shows the trend of the PUE, that is 
the energy efficiency factor used to evaluate data 
centers given by the ratio between total absorbed 
power and power used by the IT equipment 
only, with activated and deactivated artificial 
intelligence: when this is activated it hovers on 
values of 1.2, very close to the limit of perfect 
efficiency represented by a ratio equal to 1. In 
order to be efficient, artificial intelligence uses 
learning systems based on many environmental 
data collected in real time: air temperature and 
humidity, direction and strength of the wind and 
so on. Data collection requires a large number 
of sensors, which in the Po Delta environment 
can be useful not only for the data center but for 
better understanding and monitoring a sensitive 
area like this.

Power
The former Enel plant represents another 
occasion of the territory. Although the spaces 
of this seem to be destined to become a tourist 
attraction, the unused infrastructures still present 
on the territory would acquire a new life: the 
whole system of pipes for water draining and 
disposal, and the generous infrastructures for 
the transport of electric energy. “More than a 
hundred years” is the slogan that Marte.Marte 
Architects use to talk about their idea of ecology. 
Making full use of the power of these infra-
structures will place the data center in an active 
role in the sustainability of the site, implemen-
ting it rather than decreasing it.
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Exploit the change

By expanding the Scardovari lagoon through 
the dismantlement of existing dams, the flood-
ing operations allow to increase the molluscs 
farming area and to create a security buffer-zone 
for the placement of data centers (image below). 
The additional water volume - corresponding to 
+137.5% - is used for heat dissipation also due to 
the possible reconversion of dewatering pumps 
in cooling systems. Besides,  molluscs farming 
seasonal production is extended over the winter 
months thanks to the general increase the lagoon 
temperature. The two above images show the 
transition from the present almost unproductive 
agricultural landscape to a future more fertile 
waterscape.

The scenario explores the role of data centers as 
a sort of topological device capable of integrat-
ing and strengthen the existing defence system 
of the Po Delta. Since this type of buildings are 
free from the functional limits imposed by the 
human presence, it can be possible to figure out 
a way of exploiting their scale and introversion 
for protecting the coast from erosion and sea lev-
el rise. As the image below shows, data centers 
are linearly disposed as a damn in order to arti-
ficially preserve the lagoon ecosystem balancing 
the expensive ambition of freezing the landscape 
evolution with the necessity of finding a proper 
location for these profitable, massive and enig-
matic infrastructures (images above).

As shown in the image below, data centers are 
strategically located among the most sensitive 
areas in term of salt intrusion and subsidence. 
Flooding operations are managed by a system 
of autonomous pools of different size, salinity 
and water temperature which provide heat dis-
sipation and a large number of different habitats 
for wildlife and molluscs farming fields (images 
above). This configuration, together with the en-
vironmental sensors of the data centers’ Deep-
Mind control, allows to develop an experimen-
tal landscape where to test different ecological 
conditions aimed at becoming the matrix for the 
progressive re-organization of biotic and abiotic 
interactions in the area.

Scenario thinking

Freeze the change

The alternative scenarios focus on the role of data centers in addressing different attitudes at long-term landscape changing connected with the flooding 
strategy. Each scenario figures out the development of a first data center estimated in 100.000 square meters extension with a peak power of 10 MW, then a 
subsequent urbanization of additional data centers around it. The variables taken into account concern three main topic depending on the interaction be-
tween buildings and the environment: power supply and heat dissipation systems; the need for security buffer-zones around data centers; the development 
of molluscs farming which constitutes the founding economy of the area.

Emphasize the change

Landform
scenarios

irrigating the site with potential

The paradoxical nature of datacenters: 
a building designed to enclose itself 
from the space outside but capable of 
changing it in a drastic way; a technol-
ogy meant to survive to geological eras 
in a fast-changing technology time; an 
infrastructure that intentionally denies 
the existence of space and time. This is 
wahy we approach to datacenters as a 
landform building typology: the project 
must breed with landscape architecture 
to reveal a design that not only explores 
the potential of the site, but gives a con-
tribution to its future.

There is a famous story about the Casa 
Malaparte in Capri: Malaparte recounts 
how Ewin Rommel visited the house 
in 1942; he asked the writer if he had 
bought his house ready-made or de-
signed it himself. Pointing toward the 
sea, Malaparte replied that the house 
had been there, but he had designed the 
landscape.


